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Executive Director’s Message 
As temperatures cool, poison oak sheds its leaves and clouds of winged insects are reduced 
to dormant larvae. It’s time to return to the backcountry and savor the autumnal wonders 
of the marvelous Santa Lucia Range. While coastal vistas and stately conifers command the 
attention of the casual observer, it’s the omnipresent oaks that truly characterize this living 
landscape. 

In the east, scrub jays, acorn woodpeckers, yellow-billed magpies, California ground squirrels 
and a host of others gather, feast and cache beneath a diminishing canopy of deciduous valley 
oak and an increasingly open sky. On the surrounding hillsides blue oak, another Californian 
original, dominates. In this fourth year of exceptional drought, the blues have few leaves but 
continue to drop acorns ripened on long-stored carbohydrates. 

Ascending westward, one encounters the oaks that maintain our range’s perennial green. 
Interior live oaks’ distribution is limited to mild microclimates where snow and frost are rare. 
On steeper, cooler slopes sheltered from the effects of wildfire, canyon live oaks make their 
stand. Co-habitating with Coulter pine, sugar pine or Santa Lucia fir, the occurrence of these 
majestic trees may well define the California Floristic Province. Both species occur in shrub 
forms alongside ceanothus and manzanita as a key component of chaparral. 

Perched upon a few ridges in the northern Santa Lucia, seemingly at the species’ ecological 
limit, black oaks reign supreme. Consorting with the occasional madrone or ponderosa pine, 
their expansive canopies fade to copper amid shorter days and longer nights. Chew’s Ridge, 
Skinner Ridge, Bear Basin, Church Creek Divide or elsewhere, the locales inhabited by these 
mountain denizens are invariably worthwhile destinations, especially now.

Descending toward the 
coast, evergreen Shreve 
oak, coast live oak and 
tanoak serve as compan-
ions to towering redwoods, 
roosting places for owls 
and bats, and sustenance 
for emerging fungi. These 
maritime forests also mark 
the interface of an expo-
nentially increasing wave 
wave of human visitation. 
Wilderness designation 
affords some protection; 
but on both sides of the 
boundary, the visitors 
arrive in droves. With them 
comes an entire spectrum of impacts.

But such notoriety also brings a spectrum of opportunities. In an era of declining agency 
budgets, the “crowdsourcing” of land management is the new normal – think volunteer trail 
crews, trailhead educators and volunteer wilderness rangers. For those who call this place 
home, even for a few days a year, it’s up to us to emulate the ubiquitous oaks and their 
resident communities of “little things that make the world go around.” Read on and find 
out how.

   Mike Splain  I  Executive Director
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Rewilding Los Burros I by Tom Hopkins  and Mike  Splain  
mercury retort, drums of hazardous liquid, and a tailings dump 
spewing mercury effluent into a tributary stream prompted VWA 
intervention. Due to the site’s inherent dangers, rehabilitation 
has been escalated to the US Forest Service under CERCLA 
(Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act, aka Superfund).

Meanwhile, the VWA located numerous abandoned shafts and 
adits in the Alder Creek watershed. Some of these present 
physical dangers (cave-ins and falling hazards) to Forest visitors. 
Open shafts at the Grizzly Mine are particularly treacherous 
but may provide critical wildlife habitat. Consequently, the 
organization contracted ecologist David Johnston, Ph.D., to 
study the mine’s potential to host sensitive species like pallid 
and Townsend’s big-eared bats. (Please see Lucy Conklin’s 
beautiful illustration on the cover of this newsletter.)
 
Dr. Johnston’s report indicated that the Grizzly Mine was suitable 
habitat indeed. Detection surveys by Forest Biologist Kevin 
Cooper documented as many as six bat species. Interestingly, 
video revealed that a bobcat was also using one of the adits, 
presumably as a temporary den. VWA volunteers spearheaded a 
botanical assessment of the Grizzly and adjacent King Mine and 
the Forest Service recently completed a biological assessment.

The next logical step is to gate these shafts and adits to exclude 
humans while allowing the safe passage of bats and other wildlife. 
This is easier said than done, so the VWA will continue to assist 
the Forest in properly closing these mines and protecting their 
habitat and wild residents. Stay tuned for updates in future issues 
of Ventana Wilderness Watch. ■

In response to embellished newspaper reports of a gold rush 
in southern Monterey County, the Los Burros Mining District was 
established in 1875. The District encompassed several coastal 
watersheds in what is now the Los Padres National Forest. 
Establishment papers defined the boundaries as:

“Commencing at the Mouth of the San Kapoko [San Carpoforo 
creek] following the Pacific Ocean Northerly to Premits 
[Prewitts] Trail. Thence following said trail to McKerns. 

Thence following the Nassimienta [Nacimiento] to the mouth 
of the Los Burros Creek. Thence to the place of beginning.”

Boom and bust prospecting continued well into the 1950’s. Across 
seven decades and nearly 2,000 claims, the District produced 
scarcely $200,000 worth of gold. However, its Franciscan bedrock 
yielded other minerals, including cinnabar (mercury sulfide) and 
nephrite jade. Nowadays, few claims persist but lasting impacts 
litter the landscape. Some serve as fascinating reminders of Big 
Sur’s storied past. Others threaten the well-being of humans, 
wildlife and watersheds. 

Following the 2002 expansion of the Silver Peak Wilderness into 
Willow Creek, the VWA turned its attention to former mining 
claims and squatter encampments that had become an attractive 
nuisance. The organization mobilized over 50 volunteers to 
dismantle and remove five tons of appliances, car batteries, fuel 
drums, building materials and other garbage. The effort was 
documented in a short film entitled Return to Wilderness.

Additional hazards were identified in the San Carpoforo drainage. 
At the Old Murry Mine, the presence of an asbestos-insulated 

A hiker enjoys solitude at Willow Creek Camp within the former Los Burros Mining District.
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Special thanks go out to Steve and Beth Benoit, Lynn Moncher 
and Bryce Winter who led the Traveling Trainers on an overnight 
backpack to Sykes Camp so that they could see for themselves 
the issues and impacts along the Pine Ridge Trail. Together they 
packed out over 150 pounds of trash from Sykes. We’d also like to 
thank Tim Bills of the Los Padres Forest Association (LPFA). He 
was instrumental in setting up the training and outreach activities 
in Big Sur. His presence at Big Sur Station (along with other LPFA 
staffers) is dramatically improving visitor education. And of course 
none of this could be done without the exceptional support of the 
US Forest Service and California State Parks. We thank them for 
making the Hot Spot events a success!

And finally we’d like to thank the Leave No Trace Center for 
providing this program and sending Jenna and Sam, the Traveling 
Trainers. Their expert analysis, constructive feedback, creative 
vision and unbounding positivity will benefit the land and those 
who aspire to protect it for years to come. That is the beauty of this 
partnership. The Hot Spot designation is just the beginning. We 
look forward to a long-term partnership with the Leave No Trace 
Center and the Subaru/Traveling Trainers. ■

Sam, Woodsy the Owl, and Jenna say, “Lend a Hand – Care for the 
Land!”

Warm Springs, Hot Spot
Readers of Ventana Wilderness Watch are familiar with the VWA’s 
ongoing efforts to address overuse along the Pine Ridge Trail, 
especially at the warm springs near Sykes Camp. In partnership 
with the US Forest Service, California State Parks, and the Los 
Padres Forest Association, VWA staff and motivated volunteers 
have spearheaded multiple projects to educate the visiting public 
about their impacts on the land. These efforts have improved 
the amount of Sykes-specific Leave No Trace information that is 
distributed via the web, trail signage and personal contacts made 
by Volunteer Wilderness Rangers and Trailhead Volunteers. And it 
seems to be working!  

The Leave No Trace Center for Outdoor Ethics also recognizes 
that places explored and adored like Sykes are impacted by 
recreational use. They call these areas Hot Spots – sites that are 
damaged but that can recover and become healthy again after 
specific Leave No Trace applications. The VWA successfully 
petitioned to have the Pine Ridge Trail selected as one of twelve 
Leave No Trace Hot Spot locations in 2015. 

As a chosen Hot Spot, the VWA and local agency managers received 
the following:

	 ■ Consultation on solutions and program implementation   
  from the Center
	 ■ A week-long visit (October 5 – 11) from Jenna Hanger and   
  Sam Ovett, expert Subaru/Leave No Trace Traveling Trainers
	 ■ Training workshops for volunteers, employees, and key 
  members of the community
	 ■ Locally tailored programs to meet site-specific needs

VWA and Leave No Trace partnered to earn media attention about 
the week-long series of Hot Spot events set in Big Sur and Marina. 
This was a great opportunity to educate the public about the prob-
lem and what is being done to address it. Stories were published 
in the Monterey Herald, Carmel Pine Cone, Santa Cruz Sentinel, 
Big Sur Round-up, and several local blogs. 

Sam and Jenna with the 150 pounds of trash that they 
helped Steve, Beth, Lynn and Bryce pack out of Sykes.
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Stewardship Season Swings Into Gear
With a seemingly endless summer finally ending, VWA stewardship program managers are busy scheduling activities to help protect the 
wilderness and ensure we have access to it. Let’s take a look at just a few of the activities already underway and planned for the months ahead.

Youth in Wilderness
■	 Thus far in 2015 the program has served 398 students on 
 15 outdoor education experiences. 

■	 In October alone the program engaged with the Community 
 Partnership for Youth, Salinas Community School, and the 
 Cal Poly Escapes program. 

■	 Scheduled for November are outdoor education expeditions 
 with Ponderosa High School, Rancho Cielo Youth Build, the 
 Bakari Mentoring Project, and a service-learning outing with 
 the UC Santa Cruz Recreation Department.

 

  
   VWA Trail Crew
	 	 	 ■ The best way to be aware of Trail Crew activities is to join the 
    Ventana Wilderness Alliance Meetup group at 
    meetup.com/Ventana-Wilderness-Alliance-Meetup/

	 	 	 ■ Trail Crew Leaders already have trips scheduled from November  
    through April. In most cases, no prior trail work experience is 
    necessary. Tools and instruction on tool use and safety will be 
    provided. 

	 	 	 ■ Meanwhile, VWA-funded professional crews will get to work on trails  
    in both the Ventana and Silver Peak Wilderness areas this winter 
    and spring.

 

Volunteer Wilderness Rangers
■	 Ongoing maintenance of nine wilderness toilets in the Big 
 Sur Canyon is necessary due to heavy visitor use of the 
 corridor. Rangers maintain the structural integrity of the 
 toilets and dig new holes as needed. 

■ Rangers will flag some of the more remote wilderness trails 
 where hikers have become lost. These are trails in danger 
 of becoming lost trails.

■	 The Rangers are poised to spring into action re-establishing 
 trails and mitigating dangers should an El Nino deluge wipe 
 out sections of trail, as happened last year on the lower 
 Pine Ridge Trail.

Volunteers Ellen Reyes and Sharol Sevilla working hard and 
having fun. 

Rangers (from left to right) Anne Canright, Lynn Moncher, Beth Benoit, 
Steve Benoit, Stuart Carlson and Vince Silva. 

Cal Poly SLO students (as part of their Poly Escapes group) brushed 
nearly a mile of trail near Vicente Flat in October. 
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Special Places of the Santa Lucias I The Cone Peak High Country
by Jon Libby (co-founder and past president of the VWA)

Cone Peak lookout (top left) presides over the conifers of the peak’s eastern face. Photo: Jon Libby 

 

Cook Spring is still providing a steady source of water on this autumn 
morn, even after four years of drought. We have never seen it dry! The 
spring supports a small grove of incense cedar (Calocedrus decur-
rens) similar to the stand at a spring NNW of sta’yokale (Santa Lucia 
Peak). Incense cedar is seen only occasionally in small stands in the 
Santa Lucia and is always a welcome sight.

Hiking up the steep old dozer road we stop to rest and admire huge 
sugar pine logs (Pinus lambertiana) from ancient trees killed in 
recent fires. We glance down at our feet and see a coiled western 
rattlesnake (Crotalus oreganus) between us but it takes no notice of 
insignificant intruders. Continuing to the Coast Ridge we take a short 
detour north to what is colloquially called Tin Can Camp, a scenic 
rock overlook where we enjoy the view in all directions.
 
Back on the trail to the south (with exquisite ocean views to the 
west), we encounter more sugar pines of all sizes as they are joined 
by lovely stands of Santa Lucia fir (Abies bracteata), which is en-

demic to the Santa Lucia Mountains.  Sugar pine only grows in two 
disjunct populations in the Santa Lucias – Cone Peak and sta’yokale. 
These are presumably altitudinal island remnants of more extensive 
stands long ago. Just past the Cook Spring cutoff is a sheer rock face 
with a garden of red cliff penstemon (Keckiella corymbosa), one of 
the few flowers still in bloom this late in the year. California fuchsia 
(Epilobium canum) is another late bloomer in evidence. 

Hiking through talus slides we admire beautiful stacked rock trail 
work and other historical artifacts – like the old one-wire phone 
line which ran from Cone Peak Lookout to Indians Station. We also 
observe long-forgotten culverts from the ill-advised attempt to push 
the coast ridge road behind this side of Cone Peak decades ago.

The eastern flank of Cone Peak is arguably one of the most beau-
tiful stretches of trail in the Santa Lucia. The mile or so of trail 
through the forest of sugar pine, Santa Lucia fir, madrone (Arbutus 
menziesii), big-leaved maple (Acer macrophyllum), canyon oak 
(Q. chrysolepis), and tan-bark oak (Notholithocarpus densiflorus) 
is breathtaking. The sheer, limestone face of Cone Peak to the west 
gives way to immense rock slides. The trail traverses this hazard with 
a few switchbacks but for the most part it is a gentle gradient.  

Cone Peak is home to hundreds of plants, many of which are uncom-
mon in this area. Two examples are phantom orchid (Cephalanthera 
austiniae) and pipsissiwa (Chimaphila menziesii). See this link 
for a list of over two hundred plants (with photos) found near Cone 
Peak: www.calflora.org/app/ipl?vrid=gr6953

The most striking fall color so far is the incredible range of reds that 
the poison oak (Toxicodendron diversiloba) has put on this year. 
The maples are just beginning to turn into their yellows and a few 
madrones are showing displays of red berries.

The trail ends at the north end of the Cone Peak Road, which some 
refer to as Cone Peak Camp. The views from this turnaround are 
incredible and on a clear morning the sunrise can be seen behind a 
silhouette of the Sierra Nevada! ■ 

Cliff Penstemon (Keckiella corymbosa) is occasionally yellow as 
well as red! Photo: Jon Libby



Volunteer Spotlight I Nikki  Nedef f      

Q: Please tell us a little about yourself and your   
 family. Where were you born and raised? 
I am a native California gal, born in the old Monterey Hospital 
and raised in Carmel Valley. My parents and sister were homeless, 
displaced people after World War 2, so they took an immigrant boat 
to Canada and worked at first on a carrot farm –  pretty funny 
since they knew absolutely nothing about farming. My dad moved 
the family to the Monterey Peninsula in 1955 when he got a job 
teaching at the Army Language School. My mom eventually taught 
at the language school too and became an amazing gardener. She 
never, ever grew carrots but instilled a love of plants in me that 
endures to this day. Carmel Valley was a fantastic, rural place to
 be a kid and I was lucky to be able to range around the hills
 pretty freely.

 Q: Please tell us about your education and career. 
 I got multiple degrees at UC Berkeley in Geography and 
have worked in land stewardship or conservation my entire adult 
life. My academic specialty is actually in riparian plant ecology 
but I’ve done a whole lot of different and fun stuff, including 
conservation real estate. I’ve been super lucky to have had a 
variety of extremely interesting and rewarding jobs focused on 
restoring and protecting the environment. After working for The 
Nature Conservancy in San Francisco and Arizona, I moved back 
to Carmel Valley and started the environmental education program 
for the Regional Park District – then went on to coordinate river 
restoration on the Carmel River for the Water Management
District. I also worked locally for the Big Sur Land Trust and 
throughout California for the Wilderness Land Trust. I now 
teach part-time at CSUMB and also maintain a sole-proprietor 
ecological consulting business. I am really fortunate to have had 
fun and challenging jobs over the years that balance desk work 
with being outdoors.

Q: What was your initial involvement with the VWA? 
 Finding the VWA was a happy accident. I stumbled onto the 
VWA website in late 1999 after the Kirk Creek Complex fire. 

I was trying to find out whether the big Santa Lucia fir trees in 
Miller Canyon had burned during that massive fire and clicked 
on a link to the VWA. The Double Cone Quarterly articles were 
just AWESOME and I learned a bunch of cool things about the 
Ventana and Silver Peak Wilderness Areas. I served on the Board 
between 2002 and 2005. It was a working board back then and 
we had no staff so I wrote letters and grant applications and also 
went on many of the early trail crew trips. The thing I value most 
about the VWA is the collection of enduring friendships made 
with people I met through the organization. 

 Q: You appeared in a VWA-produced video about  
 the 50th Anniversary of the Wilderness Act. 
 What was that experience like? 
It was a totally fun experience! The director, Erik Gandolfi, 
filmed on my front deck, where we had a distant view of the 
Ventana Wilderness at Big Pines and Mt. Carmel. I actually  
found it to be a great opportunity to reread some amazing 
history about the Wilderness Act. It was good to remember the 
dedication and determination of the hardworking people who 
had the foresight to craft and promote wilderness legislation 50 
years ago. We should all be extremely thankful for their efforts to 
create the National Wilderness Preservation System. It offers 
wild places the highest level of land protection our country has. 

 Q:  Please tell us about your experience as a  
 presenter at the Wild & Scenic Film Festival 
 in October. 
I was absolutely honored to be asked  to speak on behalf of the 
VWA at the Golden State Theatre and be with  so many people 
who care about our collective environment. The Film Festival is 
an occasion to celebrate our natural and cultural history with 
creative and educational films. We need to be reminded some- 
times of how important it is to conserve our special places AND 
have fun doing it. Maybe we should stash a few hula hoops  
on the top of Cone Peak. ■

Intrepid botanists Corky Matthews (left) and Nikki in search of rare 
plants at The Indians. Photo: Boon Hughey
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Miranda Aguilar
Madison Allgaier
Alex Alvarez
Najla Anthony
Justin Arrington
Courtney Bailey
Bob Baird
Troy Baker
Adam Baldwin
Brynn Bate
Eleanor Bates
Leslie Bautista
Roger Beaudoin
Victor Beaudoin
Brittany Beck
Jasonn Beckstrand
Beth Benoit
Steve Benoit
Paola Berthoin
Evann Beverly
Tim Bills
Tom Boehme
Leah Boltelho
Celia Bosworth
Eric Brazil
Ben Bruce
Maria Bruder
Al Budris
Frank Cagle
Anne Canright
Stuart Carlson
Gabrielle Carroll
Sean Carroll
Lise Carter
Cameron Chabre
Stephen Chan
Caleb Cho
Ben Christensen
Aaron Cole
Bryan Conant
Flora Cordoleani
Erin Cornelius
Vini Cruz
Kate Cunningham
Chelsea Curtin
Randy Dawson
Wendy Dawson
Chris Day
Antonella De la Torre
Bruce Delgado
Jennifer Diaz
Nelson Diaz
Peggy Dilfer
Nellie Edvardsson

Marc Eldridge
Eric Estrin
Gary Felsman
Maria Ferdin
Andrea Fieber
Alan Fisk-Williams
Geoff Fletcher
Erika Flickner
Alexandra Flores
Sandra Flores
Zander Ford
Michael Foster
Samuel Foster
Catherine Fournier
Steven Fraguglia
Kirby Franklin
Marta Franklin
Branan Freeman
Laurent Gagne
Erik Gandolfi
Kim Gardner
Paul Garneau
Stirling Gerbic-Forsythe
Jack Glendening
Kaleb Goff
Malkam Goldstein
Les Gould
Dick Graybill
Carol Greenstreet
Sarah Greenwood
Kristine Grotegoth
Alea Grundler
Franco Guzman
Simon Halstead
Jenna Hanger
Rogers Hawley
Mike Heard
Dan Heaston
Chris Hensley
Christian Hernandez
Elmer Hernandez
Esperanza Hernandez
Rigoberto Hernandez
Jennifer Hewitt
John Hickey
Karyn Hierl
Tom Hierl
David Hirsch
Gregory Hoisington
Luke Holmes
Fletcher Holst
Heidi Hopkins
Julie Anne Hopkins
Tom Hopkins
Eric Hsieh
Boon Hughey

Trinity Hull
Leslie Hvozda
David Jacobs
Kim Johnson
Tamara Jones
Lindsay Kageyama
Sara Keenan
Vince Kelsey
John Kenny
Tom Killion
Brian King
David Knapp
Ellen Korstanje
Robert Korstanje
Tamara Kramer
Nadar Laemmle
Christian Lamonea
Julie Lane
Frankie Lara
David Lautzenheiser
Eric Leavitt
Jean LeBlanc
Philippe LeBlanc
Jerry Lee
Vince Lewis
Jon Libby
Sylvia Lijewski
Josie Lisk
Kirsten Liske
Caitlin Lorenc
Allison Lorne
Saskia Lucas
Erik Lundgren
Betsy MacGowan
Jorge Maldonado
Frank Martin
Gus Martinez
Mark Maslow
Dottie Massey
Lisa Max
Randy May
Madeline McCuen
Christie McCullen
Bruce Merchant
Ted Merrill
Shane Meules
Greg Meyer
Tess Millar
Katie Miller
Luna Miller
Miranda Mills
Lynn Moncher
Carrie More
Jocelyn Munoz
Tom Murphey
Tabi Musselwhite

Jana Nason
Nikki Nedeff
Dave Nelson
Thomas Ng
Nicolette Nodine
Molly O’Brien
Cindy O’Connell
Lynn Olson
John O’Mara
Karen Orso
Caleb Ostgaard
Anet Overby
Sam Ovett
Kelly Packwood
Dennis Palm
Ollie Palm
Robert Parks
Homer Pena
Gina Peters
Fox Pettinotti
Liz Pham
Megan Phillips
Melanie Phillips
Sonia Plageman
Andrew Polay
Rich Popchak
Ed Poser
Alexis Prieto
John Radford
Joe Radoslovich
Maritza Ravelo
Sean Reidy
Ellen Reyes
Jon Rhinehart
Julianne Rhodes
Angela Richman
Jane Roberts
Jorge Robinson
Natasha Romanoff
James Romeo
Brian Rucker
Josh Rude
Pete Saavedra
Jakob Sahlin
Marian Samick
Jose Sanchez
Maddie Sandler
Rebekkah Scharf
Sharol Sevilla
Noah Sforza
Garrett Shepard
Grayson Shor
Tim Short
Burkhard Siedhoff
Vince Silva
Nate Singer

Leland Smith
Terry Spitz
Mike Splain
Megan Stafford
Bob Stallard
Bobby Steger
Kim Chi Steger
Ken Stewart
Morgan Stier
Brian Stratman
David Sussberg
John Taussig
Michael Tavares
Ken Taylor
Eric Tillery
Chuck Tremper
Miriam Tomlin
Josselynn Torres
Alyssa Traube
Dalton Trotter
David Trotter
Zoe Tuggle
Johnathon Turner
Elizabeth Turner-Fox
Lois Van Buren
Rodrigo Vasquez
Ruben Vasquez
Francesca Verdier
Dustin Vereker
Omar Vigil
Erin Vivirito
David Wachtel
Susan Wallace
Jon Wander
Leslie Ward
Tom Ward
Al Washburn
Amanda Waymire
Megan Westersund
Winston Wight
Derek Williams
Chris Wilson
Lynnelle Wing
Bryce Winter
Jon Wolf
Tracy Wood
Rich Woodrow
Wyeth Wunderlich
Sinuhe Xavier
J. T. Yeh
Natalie Zayas-Delgado 

We Love and Appreciate Our Volunteers!  
Volunteers are the heart and soul of the Ventana Wilderness Alliance. They always have been. It started with the vision and wisdom of the 
founders and continues to this day with over 275 passionate volunteers giving their time and expertise over the past year to ensure that the 
Big Sur backcountry is carefully protected, thoughtfully managed, and rightfully celebrated. Our heartfelt thanks to each and every person 
listed below. 
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What is the advantage of donating through 
Monterey County Gives?
It is easy to donate to the VWA at the Monterey County Gives site. 
But best of all, matching grant dollars raised by the Monterey 
County Weekly and the Community Foundation will increase 
the value of your donation. It’s a win for everyone.

When does the campaign start and end?
Monterey County Gives! kicks off November 12 and ends at 
midnight December 31.

What’s the big idea?
Our “big idea” for this campaign is the Youth in Wilderness 
program which connects area young people with Monterey 
County’s spectacular wild lands. However, funds raised during 
this campaign will be used to support all VWA programs.   

Can I donate through the mail?
Yes. Donors who do not wish to donate online may mail check 
or money order payable to the Monterey County Weekly 

Community Fund. Mail your donation to: Monterey County 
Gives, 668 Williams Ave, Seaside, CA 93955. Be sure to specify 
that you are donating to Ventana Wilderness Alliance and 
include your address, phone, and email address.

Can I donate stock?
Yes, donations of stock are accepted. Please contact Christine 
Dawson at the Community Foundation for Monterey County at 
831-375-9712 ext. 126.

Are donations tax deductible?
Yes. Donors will receive an email receipt immediately after 
making an online donation. Donations in excess of $250 will 
also receive an acknowledgement letter from the Community 
Foundation for Monterey County (Tax ID#94-1615897.)

Who can I contact if I have additional questions?
Please email vwa@ventanawild.org or call 831-423-3191 for 
further information. ■

Please Support VWA 
Through Monterey County Gives! 

The Ventana Wilderness Alliance is honored to be a part of the 2015 Monterey County Gives! campaign. 
Established by the Monterey County Weekly and the Community Foundation for Monterey County, this year-end 

fundraising effort benefits the VWA because your donation is matched by a challenge grant and a matching grant from the 
campaign organizers. We hope that folks like you who love wilderness and 
appreciate the work of the VWA will support us via Monterey County Gives!

Scharf Investments, LLC Supports the VWA 
We would like to thank Scharf Investments, LLC for supporting the VWA. Founded in 1983, Scharf is a 
Registered Investment Advisor. They manage portfolios totaling over $3 billion for individuals, retirement accounts, 
trusts, family offices, corporations, endowments and foundations.
 

“As a community, we have inherited the environmental treasures of the central coast wilderness,” says Loren Kinczel, 
Managing Director at Scharf Investments and Investment Committee Member. “It is incumbent upon all of us 

to be caretakers and stewards of these unique natural assets. We invest in the Ventana Wilderness Alliance 
for its ability to preserve these precious ecological resources for current and future generations.”

The VWA welcomes other businesses in the community to become members of our Business Council. Demonstrate to the community 
that protecting our public wildlands is important to you and your customers – not just today, but for generations to come. Please call 
831-423-3191 for more information. ■
 

 

 FAQ for www.montereycountygives.com/nonprofit/ventana-wilderness-alliance/

Dr. Larry Manes (pictured here with his wife Bea).

A long-time defender of wild places, 
Dr. Larry Manes has provided a $5,000 Challenge Grant.   

“Nature’s beauty is one of the most powerful and emotive forces 
in the human experience. Assuring public access and utilizing nature’s 

captivating energy to engage young people from challenged backgrounds 
are activities essential to sustaining healthy communities and nurturing 

our collective consciousness. I challenge you to join me in protecting 
our amazing natural world by supporting the VWA.”
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EVENTS
November 28

It’s a Wild Life film screening
Rio Theatre, Santa Cruz

December 6
Little Sur Trail Restoration

VWA Trail Crew

January 2
Terrace Creek Trail Restoration

VWA Trail Crew

April 28 – May 1
Ventana Double Cone Trail

Restoration  I  VWA Trail Crew

Wild & Scenic Film Festival 2015
For the third time in as many years, VWA staff traveled to Nevada City to select entries for our central 
coast presentation of the Wild & Scenic Film Festival. With so many great films to choose from, we opted 
to present a “double feature” on both sides of the Monterey Bay. On October 1, Ventanaphiles and Ed 
Abbey fans flocked to the splendid Del Mar Theatre in downtown Santa Cruz for a sold-out screening of 
Wrenched: the Legacy of the Monkeywrench Gang. We kicked off the evening with a pre-film reception 
in the mezzanine. Craft beers from Discretion Brewing enhanced the festivities and Nancy Abbey 
provided an excellent live introduction.

On October 3 we re-convened, this time at the historic Golden State Theatre in downtown Monterey. 
Filmgoers enjoyed a dozen shorts ranging from wildlife and wild places to conservation challenges and 
high adventure. Master of Ceremonies Bruce Delgado presided, ecologist Nikki Nedeff reminded us 
that conservation is everybody’s business, and filmmaker Sinuhe Xavier discussed the plight of the 
Greater Canyonlands.

Over 40 amazing volunteers kept the 
events running smoothly. Promotional 
partners Community Printers, KAZU and 
Monterey County Weekly helped us pack 
both houses. Local sponsors 1st Capital 
Bank, the City of Monterey, and the City 
of Santa Cruz provided our venues and a 
host of national sponsors offset the cost of 
films and licensing. We were overwhelmed by 
the support and kindness of VWA members, 
volunteers, guest speakers, sponsors, prize 
donors and attendees. Thank you all for 
making this year’s festival our best yet! ■

Thanks to 
Raffle Prize Donors!

Backcountry Press
Big 5

Boekenoogen Winery
Demian Bartholomew-Keller

Frame Circus
Gero Heine

Juniper Ridge
Kennan Ward
Kirsten Liske

Land Use Report
Old Capitol Books

Paola Berthoin
Patagonia

Quail Lodge
REI

Sawyer Land & Sea
Synergy

Tom Bihn
Tom Killion

Trader Joe’s
Ventana Surfboards

Whole Foods


